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Image quality in nuclear medicine is limited physi
cally by the spatial resolution of imaging systems and the
random noise inherent in the radioactive decay process.
One way to improve image quality is through the com
puter processing of digitally recorded images. A number
of different digital filtering methods have been fonmu
lated in an attempt to produce optimum restoration of
the inherent image quality and suppression of noise
(1â€”3).The methodproposedhereformsa filterforeach
image to be processed based upon the total number of
counts in the image, since this determines the noise level
in the frequency domain (4). The filter is truly â€œoptimalâ€•
in the sense of minimum mean-square error only for the
set of images for which it was derived but, as will be
shown, it has been found useful for a number of different
applications. The speed of the filtering results from its
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implementation on a host computer* with an array
processort.

THEORY

Under the assumptions of linearity and shift invar
iance, digital imaging can be modeled mathematically
in the spatial-frequency domain as (5â€”7):

G(u,v) = MTF (u,v) . F(u,v) + N(u,v), (1)

where capital letters are used to indicate the Fourier
transform (VF) of the spatial-domain term, G is the FT
of the image, MTF is the modulation transfer function,
F is the FT of the undistorted object, N is the FT of the
noise, and u and v are spatial frequencies. Ideally one
would like the image to be a â€œtrueâ€•copy of the object,
instead of the blurred and noisy copy that is obtained.
This can be done theoretically by solving Eq. (1) for the
FT of the object and inverse-transforming the result. A
least-squares solution of Eq. (I) results in an estimate
of the FT of the object (P) given by (5,6):
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P(u,v) = MTF@(u,v) . G(u,v), (2)

which is known as the inverse filter, or the process of
deconvoiution. The problem is that this solution is ill
conditioned, which means that a trivial perturbation in
G (suchasthe noise)cancausenontrivial perturbations
in F. Thus in the presence of noise there is no unique
solution but rather an infinite family of possible solutions
(5). The goal of image processing is to pick the â€œbestâ€•
restored image out of this family. This is usually done by
using some rational mathematical criterion to select the
â€œbestâ€•filter.

The approach used in this study was to use the Metz
filter (8,9) as a count-dependent approximation to the
inverse filter. The Metz filter is defined as:

M(u,v) = MTF(u,v)@ . [1-1I-MTF(u,v)2@], (3)

where X is the factor (not necessarily an integer) that
controls the extent to which the inverse filter is followed
before the filter switches to noise suppression. That is,
the filter is made up of the product of the inverse filter
[first term after equal sign in Eq. (3)], and a low-pass
filter (second term), and the magnitude ofX determines
when the low-pass filter begins to dominate.

The reasons for making X a function ofthe total image
count is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows normalized
plots of the logarithms to the base 10 of the two-dimen
sional power spectra, averaged over annuli in frequency
space, of three different total-count acquisitions of the
Alderson Organ Scanning Phantomt. The average
magnitude of the noise power spectrum is equal to the
total image count (4). Thus, as shown in Fig. 1, as the
total image count increases, the object spectrum can be
distinguished at higher spatial frequencies from the flat
power spectrum of the Poisson noise. That is, with in
creasing total image count, the object frequencies can
be recovered from the noise at higher spatial frequencies
without the amplification of noise-dominated terms. This
means that, as the total count acquired increases, it is
desirable to move the cutoff between resolution recovery
(following the inverse filter) and noise suppression
(following the low-pass filter) to higher spatial
frequencies. Making the parameter X of the Metz filter
count-dependent accomplishes this. An â€œoptimalâ€•re
lationship between X and the total count was obtained
by the following methods.

METHODS

The mathematical criterion for â€œoptimalityâ€•used in
this study was that of the minimization of the mean
square error (MSE) between the filtered image and the
object (5,6). The MSE is defined as:

MSE =@@ â€”M@)2,
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FIG. 1. Plot of log10of two-dimensionalpower spectra, averaged
over annull In frequency space, of Alderson Organ Scanning
Phantom, acquired with total counts of 50,000, 500,000, or
5,000,000.

distribution, and &1@@is its estimate in the processed
image. To calculate the MSE it is necessary to know the
object distribution for comparison with that of the re
stored image. We chose as our object a 128- by 128-pixel
image of the Aldenson liver phantom filled with a Tc
99m solution, and a Plexiglas â€œtumorâ€•inside, with the
phantom in contact with the high-resolution collimator
of a standard-field-of-view camera (to maximize initial
resolution). We collected for a total of 200 million
counts, to minimize the noise in the image. This image
was then scaled to maximum counts of 50, 100, 200, or
500 per pixel, then used as the object in Eq. (4). The
images to be restored were obtained by blurring the
above â€œobjectâ€•images by the modulation transfer
function (MTF) of the camera at 7.5 cm displacement
from the collimator (average depth of liver in anterior
view of abdomen of phantom) and then using a ran
dom-number generator to add count-dependent Poisson
noise (10).

This resulted in realistically simulated liver object/
image pairs, which were used to determine X according
to the minimum MSE for each count level and each of
two different forms for the MTF. The first form for
MTF was that of the actual MTF used in blurring the

TABLE1. VALUESOF X ThATMINIMIZED
MEAN-SQUAREERROR

3.98
4.93
5.38
6.56

154,912
311,968
626,041

1,547,160

2.19
2.78
3.36
4.11(4)

where M@is the â€œtrueâ€•value of the pixel ij in the object
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FIG.2. Plotofoptimizedcount-dependentMetzfilterfortotalcountsof16,000,64,000,160,000;400,000,800,000,and1,600,000
fromthe lowestto highestcurves,respectively.(A)TrueMTF.(B)Generalizedexponentialmodelof MTF.

image. The second form was that of a generalized ex
ponential:

MTF(u,v) = exp [â€”(u2+ v2)@/S],

where P and S were parameters that were also deter
mined as those that minimized the MSE.

As a test of the improved image quality provided by
this technique, it was decided to determine whether it
could provide improved â€œtumorâ€•detection in phantom
images where the truth of â€œtumorâ€•presence and location
were known. To do this, images from the Alderson Organ
Scanning Phantom, processed by the count-dependent
Metz filtering technique and the standard nine-point
binomial smoothing technique (1-3), were compared for
tumor detection with the original digital images. The
Alderson phantom simulates the adult abdomen, al
lowing separate concentrations of activity to be placed

FIG.3. Images(500Kcounts)Alderson
Liver Phantom with 2-cm photopenic
â€œtumor,â€•acquired in 128- by 128-pixel
matrix. (A) Original digital image. (B)
Nine-point binomial-smoothed image. (C)
Image filtered by Metz filter optimized for
actualMTF.(D)Imagefilteredby Metzfifter
optimized for generalized exponential
model of MTF.

in liver and abdomen, and the placement of spherical
â€œtumorsâ€•of various sizes in the liver. Five-hundred

â€˜5' thousand count, 128- by 128-pixel images of the phan
â€ Ĩ tom were obtained using a standard-field-of-view gamma

camera with a high-resolution collimator. Twenty-five
images were made ofeach of three â€œtumorsâ€•(diam 3 cm,
2 cm, and I .5 cm) randomly located in the liver, and fifty
images were made of the phantom with no â€œtumor.â€•The
images were coded as to the presence or absence of a
â€œtumor,â€•the â€œtumorâ€•location, and its size. They were
displayed using 256 shades of gray on a monitor. An
observer (physician) was trained by making one practice
trial run through each of the image sets. He was allowed
to vary the viewing distance and take as long as desired
to decide on location and scoring. A score of from one
(definitely negative) to five (definitely positive) was
assigned to each image to indicate his level of confidence

BA

C D
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of the presence and location of the tumor (11). The lo
cation of the â€œtumorâ€•was specified relative to a com
puter-generated grid overlaid on the image after scoring.
The â€œtrueâ€•location of the defect in this coordinate sys
tem was obtained from the second frame of the study,
where a point source was placed behind the â€œtumorâ€•to
mark its location. The scores were classified as true
positive with correct â€œtumorâ€•location (TPc), true pos
itive with incorrect location (TP1), and false positive
(FP). From these, curves of the localization receiver
operating characteristic (LROC) were generated for
comparison among the different processing modes.
LROC differs from ROC in that not only the existence
but also the location of the tumor is specified (12,13).

As a statistical test of the difference between the
LROC curves for the various processing techniques, the
areas under the curves were compared in the following
manner. First, the area under each curve and its ap
proximate standard error were calculated (14). Then the
t-test (15) was used to determine the levelof significance
of the differences in area.

RESULTS

Table 1 gives the values of the parameter X of the
Metz filter that minimized the MSE for each of the
forms used to generate the MTF. The parameters of the
generalized exponential [Eq. (5)] used to obtain these
data were 0.675 and 17 for P and S, respectively. These
values gave the actual minimum value for the MSE at
three of the four count levels. At the highest count level,
values of 0.65 and 16, respectively, were determined to
give the minimum MSE, but this MSE was only very
slightly smaller than that obtained with P = 0.675 and
S = I7. Thus the values in Table 1 for the generalized
MTF were obtained using the former set of P and S in
each case. The values of the MSE for the generalized

A

LROC RESULTS

METZ
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â€˜@0.00 @oo 5@o.oo
FALSE POSITIVE

FIG.4. Curvesof localizationreceiveroperatingcharacteristics
(LROC)for unprocesseddigftal images,and images processed by
count-dependentMetz filter.

MTF were found to be about one half of those deter
mined for the true MTF.

To generate the filter as a function of total image
count, the data from Table 1 were fitted with a loga
rithmic curve, thus obtaining:

x=0.834In(count)â€”7.774(7)

with a correlation coefficient of 0.999 for the true MTF,
and

x=1.081In(count)â€”8.899(8)

with a correlation coefficient of 0.993 for the generalized
MTF. In either case, X is not allowed to fall below I .0
during filtration of an image. Figure 2 shows the re
sulting filters as a function of total image counts from

B

FIG.5. LAOthalliumcardiacimages,
600,000counts,128X 128matrIx.(A)
Original unprocessed Image. (B) With
nine-point binomial smoothing. (C) Image
filteredbyMetzfilteroptimizedforactual
MTF.(D) Imagefiltered by Metz filter opti
mizedforgeneralizedexponentialmodel
ofMTF.
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16,000 to 1,600,000. Notice that as the total image count
increases, the filters do follow the â€œinverseâ€•filter to
higher frequencies, as was shown to be desirable in Fig.
I . Figure 3 shows an original unprocessed image of the
Alderson phantom, and the images as processed by
nine-point binomial smoothing and by each of the forms
of the Metz count-dependent filter. Notice that the
generalized MTF produces the best resolution recovery
and noise suppression as it yielded a smaller value for the
MSE. For this reason only this form was used in the
LROC studies.

The results of the LROC study are given in Table 2
and shown in Fig. 4. The data for nine-point smoothing
are not plotted in Fig. 4 since they are very similar to the
data for the unprocessed images (Table 2). By the t-test
a significant (p <0.05) improvement in â€œtumorâ€•detec
tion occurred with count-dependent Metz filtering when
compared with the unprocessed or nine-point-smoothed
digital images, but no significant difference was observed
between the latter two methods.

DISCUSSION

The processing of 128- by 128-pixel images with the
Metz count-dependent filter of this study takes I2 sec,
a speed attained through the use of an array processor.
Without it, it takes 104 sec to do the same processing
with floating-point hardware, and 410 sec using our host
system alone. The speed of the array processor is such
that Metz count-dependent spatial filtering of 64- by
64-pixel images followedby a binomial temporal filtering
can be carried out at a rate of three frames per
second.

A small but significant improvement was found in the
LROCevaluationoftumordetectionbythisprocessing
method. Perhaps a better index of the usefulness of the

A

C

Unprocessed 5 2 0 0 0.54(0.05)
4 11 0 0
@3 31 1 3
2 41 8 16
1 46 29 50

Nine-point 5 1 0 0 0.51 (0.05)
smooth

4 9 0 0
@3 32 2 2
@2 38 11 20
@1 44 31 50

Metz 5 16 0 0 0.68(0.05)
4 32 0 0
3 45 7 7
2 51 10 12
1 57 18 50

. True positive (correct location).

t True positive (Incorrect location).

t False positive.
Â§Area underthe curve and fts standarderror.

method is the clearer images that result. This allows for
improved delineation of structure as well as detection.

Similar LROC results were observed with a nonsta
tionary frequency domain version of this filtering tech
nique (16), which takes about six times as long. For this
reason we are now using clinically only the stationary
method presented in this paper.

The Metz filters were derived and are plotted in Fig.
2 for I 28- by I 28-pixel studies. To filter 64- by 64-pixel
studies the same form of the filters were used, but the
extent of their frequency domain was limited to one half

B

D

FIG.6. Comparisonofend-diastolicandend-systolicframesfromgatedblood-poolstudiesacquiredIn64-by64-pixelmatrices.(A)
Hl@i-count acqulsftion (320,000 counts per frame) filtered by nine-point smoothing. (B) High-count acquisition filtered by count-dependent
Metz filter. (C) Low-count acquisition (40,000 counts per frame) filtered by nine-point smoothing. (D)Low-count acquisition filtered by
count-dependentMetz filter.
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FIG.7. Reconstructionsofslicethrough
the bodyof AldersonOrganScanning
Phantom with photopenic â€œtumorsâ€•5, 4,
3, 2, and 1.5cm indiamand an average of
110,000counts per 64- by 64-pixel frame
in acquired data. (A) Ramp filtered. (B)
Ramp filtered with nine-point binomial
smoothing after reconstruction. (C) Soft
Shepp-Loganpreprocessing filter (cutoff
frequency was equal to two thirds the Ny
quist frequency). (D) Two-dimensionally
Metz-filtered before reconstruction with
ramp filter.

This technique takes advantage of the data on either side
of the plane to be reconstructed to reduce the random
fluctuations in the data to be back-projected. By in
cluding a deconvolutional component in the filter, the
contamination of data in one plane by those from adja
cent planes is minimized. The result is that higher
quality projection data are passed to the back-projection
routine, resulting in better SPECT images in terms of
noise level and image contrast. This noise reduction is
demonstrated in Fig. 7, which shows four different fil
tering techniques applied to processing an emission to
mographic slice through the Alderson Organ Scanning
Phantom, filled with a Tc-99m solution and with five
Plexiglas spheres (diam. 5.0, 4.0, 3.0, 2.0, and 1.5 cm)
centered at this level. The image contrast (19) of each
of these five spheres for each of the four filtering tech
niques was measured, and it was observed that prere
construction filtering of the data with the Metz count
dependent filter either enhanced or maintained the
image contrast of the spheres compared with their con
trast obtained with the ramp filter, while reducing the
noise level in the reconstructed image. The other two
filtering methods of Fig. 7 both resulted in a decrease in
image contrast compared with that obtained with the
ramp filter. We have found the count-dependent nature
of our implementation of the Metz filter to be of par
ticular value in prefiltering thallium SPECT studies.

We note that use of the generalized exponential model
of the MTF produced superior results both visually and
quantitatively in terms of the minimization of the MSE
when compared with use of the â€œtrueâ€•MTF. For this
reason it is probably better to think of our proposed
method of Metz filtering as an enhancement technique
rather than a restoration technique. This is especially
true since we have found this filter useful for a number
of different cameras, collimators, and radionuclides.
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that used for 128- by 128-pixel matrices. This was done
because, by the sampling theorem, decreasing the ac
quisition matrix size from 128 to 64 just halves the extent
of the frequency domain of the image along either axis
(17). No accountof the alterednoiselevelperpixel with
a change in the size of the matrix was taken in forming
the filter. This is because the level of the noise power
spectrumâ€”and hence when the filter must be rolled
offâ€”is dependent only upon the total image count
(4,17). This was verified by comparing the power spectra
of images of phantoms collected for the same total counts
as 64- by 64- and 128- by 128-pixel studies.

Although the parameters of this filter are â€œoptimal,â€•
in the minimum-MSE sense, only for the set of images
from which they were derived, they have been found
quite useful in a number of applications other than the
liver/spleen studies for which the Alderson phantom is
a good approximation. We have used the count-depen
dent Metz filter to process static thallium images (Fig.
5), dynamic flow studies, and gated blood-pool studies
(18). The usefulness of the count-dependent nature of
the filter is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the end-diastolic
and end-systolic frames of gated blood-pool studies
.having high counts (acquisition time 8 mm), and low
counts (acquisition time 1 mm) are shown filtered by the
nine-point binomial smoothing technique, and with the
count-dependent Metz filter. Notice the marked im
provement in image quality with Metz filtering, espe
cially in the case of the low-count study. We have found
this method useful for producing enhancement in high
count rest studies, and for smoothing low-count exercise
studies (18).

Another application to which we have applied the
count-dependent Metz filter is in the two-dimensional
prereconstruction filtering of single photon emission
computerized tomographic (SPECT) acquisition frames.
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